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Performance
Engagement
Tool (PET)
-Vice President Chriss Daniels-

T

he newest Postal Service
tool used to project the daily
workload in some areas is called
the Performance Engagement Tool
(PET). The following is straight from the
program’s introduction by the NALC:
“Performance Engagement Tool (PET)
is the most recent computerized datagenerating program, in a long list of
previous programs, designed by the
Postal Service for use by its supervisors
to project the daily workload of letter
carriers. The way PET works is it
attempts to compare a letter carrier’s
past street time performance and mail
volumes with the current daily situation
and then uses that information to
determine how long the program thinks

(Continued on Page 17)

Announcement

At the May Membership meeting
there will be discussion of,
and action regarding, an
endorsement by Branch 79 in the
Federal Way City Council race.
There will be a report by the
Legislative Committee and
one or more speakers.

Disclaimer: No endorsement
is binding on any member.
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President's Report:

National Stamp Out Hunger
Food Drive Turns 25

T

-BJ Hansen-

he 25th annual National Stamp
Out Hunger Food Drive is coming
right up on Saturday, May 13.
“The fact that this year marks the
25th anniversary makes this one a bit
more special,” NALC President Fredric
Rolando said. National Stamp Out
Hunger Food Drive partners this year
are the U.S. Postal Service, National
Rural Letter Carriers’ Association,
United Food and Commercial Workers
International Union (UFCW), United
Way Worldwide, AFL-CIO, AARP
Foundation, Valpak and Valassis. Last
year’s drive collected a record 80.1
million pounds of food nationwide, to
replenish food pantries, food banks
and shelters from coast to coast. NALC
has been leading the way from the
beginning. The success of the food drive
depends on letter carriers collecting
the food donations from customers
on the routes. The 295,000-member
National Association of Letter Carriers
represents active and retired letter
carriers across the country. Founded by
Civil War veterans in 1889, the NALC
is among the country’s oldest labor
unions. On food drive day remember
that you are out there in your uniforms
(hopefully you all have uniforms by now
- sigh) representing the Postal Service
and the NALC. Please do your part to
help make the 25th annual National
Stamp Out Hunger Food Drive the most
successful so far.
I’ve been asking carriers to please sign
up to be an NALC e-activist to ensure
that you get important news about our

jobs and about congressional action
that affects our jobs and the Postal
Service. I’m also encouraging you to
get the free NALC Member App for
your phone. You can get the latest news
through the app if you prefer that to
e-mail. The NALC Member App also
has contract information, member
resources, CCA resources, and an
interactive SDO calendar.

Know any letter carriers with stories
to tell? A group of international
artists based in Los Angeles is putting
together a collection of letter carrier
stories and they hope to create a
library of videos and podcasts. The
brainchild of renowned artist Christian
Moeller, professor and chairman of the
Department of Design and Media Arts
at the UCLA, and his former student
and current research assistant Dasha
Orlova, “Postal Tales” intends to tell
the stories of letter carriers across the
United States. They’ve already made
two videos and the results are beautiful.
After doing some research about the
Postal Service, the group started to
reach out to postal workers and ask for
their stories, through Facebook and its
website. “Everyone has a story to tell,”
Orlova said. “Whether the letter carrier
is new to the profession or retired after
30-plus years of delivering mail, they
have all experienced something worth
sharing. The stories we are looking for
span far and wide, from inspiring, funny,
romantic, heroic, embarrassing, scary,

(Continued on Page 14)
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Dates to Remember

Shop

Branch Meeting

Stewards
Auburn...........................Sam Dekhytar
Auburn..............................Son Nguyen
Bainbridge Island...............Erika Wales
Ballard..........................Tyson Burchak
Ballard.....................Michelle Holthaus
Ballard...............................Matt Rollins
Bellevue Annex............Jasbinder Aujla
Bellevue Annex...............Sonny Diwan
Bellevue Crossroads......James Maddux
Bellevue Crossroads......Tisha Peterson
Bellevue Main.................Cory Carlson
Bellevue Main................Victor Correa
Bitterlake............................Carol Ford
Bitterlake................................Ron Jilk
Bothell......................Susan Mulholland
Bothell...............................Terry Nixon
Burien.......................George Kelsey III
Columbia................Edward Johnson Jr.
Des Moines..........................John Flynn
Enumclaw...................Steve McMullen
Georgetown...........................JV Cortez
Interbay..............David Kidder-Fincher
Interbay...........................Jose Martinez
Issaquah...............................................
Kirkland.........................Alfredo Dwan
Kirkland.....................Tracy Holzworth
Lake City......................Andrew Forray
Mercer Island.................Amilin Santos
Midtown/Seattle..............Jamar Brown
Mill Creek................Angie Shoemaker
Mill Creek.....................Brian Wiggins
North City...........................Bay Young
North City..........................Billy Young
Part-Time Regulars.......Jamie Eastland
Redmond ..................Melissa Sandvick
Redmond...........................Ken Stevens
Renton/Hlds.Deborah Znak-St.Germain
Renton/Hlds.........................................
Renton/Main...................Tracie Bennett
Riverton...........................Dave Heiszler
Riverton.......................Curtis Matthews
Seattle Carrier Annex....Teresa Danning
Seattle Carrier Annex. Enrique Monlina
Seattle Carrier Annex..........................
Skyway.................................Lee Brown
Term Station...................Gerlyn Elaydo
Twin Lakes...................Tawnie Brenner
Twin Lakes....................Kevin Gottlieb
University..........................Will Collins
Wallingford...................Scott Anderson
Wallingford...................Nick Simmons
Wedgwood........................Susan Steele
West Seattle...................Tim Ainsworth
Westwood..............Gonzaldo Gonzales
Westwood.........................Brad Larrsen

Swedish Club
1920 Dexter Ave N
May 10th / 7 pm

Next Month's Meeting
June 14th/ 7 pm
and at each meeting's conclusion:
Drawing for $50 Gift card

Director of Retirees
John Sweeney
206-283-3079
Director of
Insurance
Michael C. Keels
206-380-5971

Retired Club

Summer Break
Hope to See You All
After the Break!
IHOP
10002 Aurora Ave N
Sept. 19th @ 11:00 AM

Steward Council
Branch 79 Office
210 Queen Anne Ave N
May 24th / 7 pm

Gold Card Members
Arthur Ackerman
Darrell Anderson
Larry Austin
Gene Betz
Billy Bigelow
Robert Bigelow
G.R. Blair
Lawrence J. Branze
Frank Burdulis
Richard Byland
George Condon
William Coyner
Eugene Dell
John Dunlap
George Eggler
Ronald Eng
Ronald Engen
Robert Erb
James Farmer, Jr.
Willard Fox
Earl Frank, Jr.
Conrad Gettman
Jack Gummer
Elmer Gunnerson
Francis P. Hennessey

Ron Henry
Danny Hess
Kenneth Hicks
Charles H. Houston
Earlie L. Hudson
Arthur Jenkins
John Janousek
Kenneth Johnston
Jerry Jonason
Richard Klein
Noel Lambert
Frank LaRiviere
Robert Leahy
Donald Lowe
Roy Luquette
Peter Madsen
Michael Mangan
John Martin
Richard McFadden
Robert Michels
Robert McBerry
Lafayette Moore
Wayne Morgan
Ed Morris Jr.
Kenneth Nelson

Gary Nolta
Mike Offield
Larry Olsen
Junji Ono
Eugene Orcutt
John Otis
Charles Owens
Dan Padilla
David Parmelee
David Payne
William Petersen
Robert Peterson
Bernhart Ritscher
Charles Roberts
James Robinson
David Rodger
Don Sanders
Gerald Samson
Donald Shannon
Wayne Sonnenfeld
Griffith Stockwell
Robert Studley
Gerald Swanson
Jimmy Terada
James Wood
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What Do Your Trustees Do, Anyway?
- Trustee Jo Ann Pyle -

O

ver the years I’ve
taught classes on
Trustees’ (and other
officer) duties, but until
January of this year, I had
not actually served as a
Trustee. Since the trustees
are responsible for auditing
the books of the branch, I
wanted to share some specific
responsibilities of the Board of
Trustees.
The NALC Constitution
states that the “Trustees
shall examine and report to
the Branch the condition of
the books of the officers at
least once every six months,
compare the vouchers and
records and see that they
correspond with the collection
and disbursements. They shall
have custody of all Branch
property, and shall perform
such other duties as the
Branch by-laws may require of
them.”
Branch 79 by-laws require
that an examination of the
books be done each month
and that the condition of the
books be reported at each

Branch meeting. I believe
that it’s good to do this once
a month, rather than every
six months. We have a large
operating budget and by doing
this audit once a month, we
can ensure that mistakes are
caught early and we can also
make recommendations to the
officers every month.

The three trustees usually
meet on the evening before
the monthly officers’ meeting,
and it takes us several hours to
complete our audit. We have a
checklist we use to make sure
we cover all of our duties.
The checklist includes:
• review all paid bills
and supporting
documentation
• examine the financial
report of the SecretaryTreasurer, noting any
budget variances
• verify account balances
• review checking
account reconciliation
for large, unusual or
outstanding checks
(over six months)
• verify check amounts

•
•

•

and deposits
review the receipts
journal and trace
postings to the monthly
financial statement
make
recommendations
on expenditures,
investments and
requests for funds
review our certificates
of deposit maturities
and rates and make
recommendations

We also review all of the
charitable solicitations and
make recommendations for
those donations. In addition to
the monthly audit, we are also
responsible for arranging a
yearly outside audit and we do
an occasional inventory of all
branch property.

All of the assets and money
the branch has belongs to
you, the members. It does not
belong to the officers. If you
ever feel a desire to observe
this process you would be
welcome. Just contact the
branch and find out when our
next meeting is.
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Get where you need to go!
Get up to

$250

Instant Cash Back

when you refinance your auto loan from another lender with C1CU

1-800-247-7328 or Visit a Branch Nearest You
FEDERALLY INSURED BY NCUA
*1% instant cash back not to exceed $250 on refinances from other financial institutions with a minimum loan
amount of $10,000. Loan must stay open a minimum of 6 months or cash back will be collected at payoff.
This is a limited time offer. All loans are subject to approval. Your rate and term are determined by your credit
history and loan amount. Refinance not applicable on existing C1CU Loans. Not valid with other offers.

WWW.MYC1CU.COM

(Summarized Minutes from Page 2)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ed Johnson reported on James Passey & Teresa Mosqueda
Peggy Cooper reported on Jenn Dunn
Scott Anderson reported on Mac McGregor
Rick Horner reported on Rudy Pantoia, Ryan Asbert & Hisam
Goueli
Discussion about by laws and candidates.
Member spoke about support for Mosqueda from last month’s
motion.
Call for the question. MSC
Motion to endorse Teresa Mosqueda for Seattle City Council
position #8. MSC
Motion to endorse Federal Way City Council Candidate Roger
Flygare. Discussion and vote next branch meeting.

MDA Brian Wiggins & Chriss Daniels:
•
Brian informed the members of tonight’s MDA drawing
prizes.
Scholarship Committee John Sweeney:
•
Drawing for scholarship is next branch meeting.
Retirement Committee John Sweeney:
•
Retirement Seminar is April 20, 2017.
Retired Club Pat Costello:
•
Spoke about a candidate running for office in Arizona.
•
Meeting next Tuesday at IHOP.
•
May luncheon will be at Angelo’s.
Picnic/Softball Committee Ron Jilk:
•
Spoke about upcoming softball tournament and picnic.
•
Chriss Daniels spoke about games at the picnic.
Seventy-Niner Garrett Scott:
•
Deadline is Sunday

Director of Insurance Michael C Keels: no report
Trustees’ Report:
•
Brian reported that the trustees met and found the books in
good order. MSC.
•
When sending in recommendations for donations, would like
more information.
•
The membership was also informed of the donations approved
by the officers.
Secretary-Treasurer Mark Myers:
•
Reported on the Branch finances. MSC
•
Membership report was given.
•
Brooks talked about moving cash into the scholarship fund.
•
Discussion about moving cash into the scholarship fund.
Good of the Order:
•
Chris Larsen spoke about the Food Drive.
•
Brian Wiggins spoke about the Veteran’s Group and the
Auxiliary.
•
Mary Bartley also spoke about the Auxiliary.
Dates to Remember:
•
Retirement Club		
•
Retirement Seminar		
•
Shop Steward meeting 		
•
Branch meeting			

4/18/2017
4/20/2017
4/26/2017
5/10/2017

MDA door prizes won by Austin Cooper & Deborah Patterson
•
Door Prize won by Deborah Patterson
Meeting adjourned at 8:40 PM.
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Governor Inslee's Proclamation of Stamp Out Hunger Food Drive Day, courtesy of Rick Horner,
Legislative Committee Chair
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New Seasons Market Threatens Community Standards
-Tammy Morales, United Food and Commercial Workers Local 21-

N

ew Seasons Market
– a non-union, out-ofstate, investor-owned
grocery chain, is threatening to
undermine the standards that
unionized grocery workers in the
Puget Sound region have fought
hard to win through decades of
collective bargaining.

New Seasons opened up its first
area store on Mercer Island last
year and now they’re planning
their first Seattle store at 907 NW
Ballard Way, directly across from
Fred Meyer, and within blocks of
Safeway and Town & Country.
New Seasons promotes itself as
a socially responsible company,
on par with Seattle’s communityowned co-operatives. But New
Seasons is no co-op. In fact, it’s
majority-owned by private equity
investors through Endeavour
Capital, a firm with more than $2
billion under management.1
Not surprisingly, New Seasons
does not meet Seattle-area

standards when it comes to
workers.

For example, in the Seattlearea, New Seasons employees
must work 30 hours per week
to qualify for health benefits,
whereas union grocery workers
qualify after 15 hours. 2 New
Seasons’ employees also pay
higher insurance premiums and
lack a defined benefit pension
plan.3
Workers at New Seasons in
Portland have also experienced
high rates of injury and
workplace safety violations.4 At
the company’s Central Kitchen
facility, three workers had
their arms crushed, fractured
or caught in baking machinery
between April 2014 and
February 2015.5
Finally, although they tout

themselves as “the friendliest
store in town,” New Seasons’
expansion could end up profiting
the Vancouver-based Murdock
Charitable Trust, which has
contributed millions of dollars
to extremist organizations
that pursue an extremist antiLGBTQ, anti-women and antilabor agenda.6 The Murdock
Trust happens to be an investor
in multiple Endeavour Capital
funds, including the ones that
own a majority interest in New
Seasons.

One of Murdock’s major grantees,
the Alliance Defending Freedom,7
was recently designated an
anti-LGBTQ hate group by the
Southern Poverty Law Center. 8
What can you do to support
grocery workers (and our
democratic rights)? Shop at
union grocers! And when you’re
checking out, let your cashier
know you’re shopping there
BECAUSE they are a union store.

1
“New Seasons Market,” Endeavour Capital (Accessed March 31, 2017).  Andy Giegerich, “With $775M fund, Endeavour
Capital exceeds expectations,” Portland Business Journal (March 25, 2016).
2
See, New Seasons Market Employee Handbook, “Benefits of Working at New Seasons Market” (2016); and United Food
and Commercial Workers Local 21 grocery contracts.
3
Ibid; New Seasons Market 2017 Employee Benefits Open Enrollment booklet
4
Grocery Store Safety Report (accessed April 6, 2017).
5
Oregon OSHA Inspection: 317706708, New Seasons Market LLC (Central Kitchen),  February 17, 2015
6
“Murdock Charitable Trust: Stop Funding Hate!” Northwest Accountability Project (Accessed March 31, 2017).
7
Rachel Monahan, “A Vancouver Charity is Funding a Group Backing North Carolina’s Anti-Transgender “‘Bathroom Bill’”
Willamette Week (April 11, 2016).
8
“Hate groups increase for second consecutive year as Trump electrifies radical right” Southern Poverty Law Center
(February 15, 2017).
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Shared Services
(National Human Resources)
1-877-477-3273
http://liteblue.usps.gov
You’ll need your Employee ID#
and your USPS PIN.

MEMORIAL
Brother Earl Osterberg
Gold Card
Joann Subin Chung
Daughter of Brother Kyung Lee
Clayton Ford Long
Father-in-Law of Brother John Vidal
Tony Pauly
Father of Brother Jason Pauly

Branch 79
Retired Club
Annual Luncheon
Saturday, May 6th at 1pm
Angelo’s in Burien
601 SW 153rd St
Menu Choices:
Shrimp Salad
Pollo (Chicken) Salad
Spaghetti
Baked Ravioli
Beef Cannelloni
Seafood Cannelloni
French Dip
Tax and tip, salad,
garlic bread, coffee, tea
or soda included.
$10 for club members
$15 for non-members
Yearly dues are only $4,
so you do the math.
Please RSVP to
President Pat Costello
at 206-246-8232.
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ABCs for CCAs
-Don Nokes-

T

he poor CCAs are trying to
learn the ropes, and they’re
only given enough to hang
themselves with. Management is
failing to retain an ever-increasing
percentage of CCAs. Well, part of the
problem is:
A) A lot of the “time” CCAs are
purportedly given to perform their
daily tasks as a Letter Carrier is
not allotted to them. A good deal
of what a CAA has to do during the
day is hidden in the midden – it
lies inside the pile of work they’re
given. “The Devil is in the Details”
- i.e. Travel Time between delivery
stops is never included. I hate to
spoil the math, but giving a CCA
two separate two-hour delivery
stops and claiming it adds up to
four hours of work is non-sense.
The numbers won’t add up. In this
case 2 + 2 will not equal 4. Another
thorn in the flesh detail is the gladhanded gifting of an Express mail
to the unawares CCA as they’re
headed out the door. This “devil’s
detail” can take a CCA to the middle
of one assignment, and then oblige
them to backtrack to the beginning.
Or require them to leave in the
midst of their assignment to “just
drop this off,” of course, before the
clock strikes 12. What’s in the mix
matters, and delivery details should
not be construed as incidental addons. Time should be afforded for
any added duties a CCA is tasked to
perform – but it won’t be.
B) Beware of the oversimplification
of the delivery process by the
delivery “process servers”
(supervisors). Supervisors
themselves are as simple as
paramecium – single cell organisms

that can divide and multiply all on
their own. Unfortunately, when
they’re doing the math for a CCA
their main concern is getting things
to simply add up, minus any “ifs,
ands, or buts.” Factors that might
delay a CAA are inadvertently
subtracted. They can then give
the CCA the bum’s rush. (They
should give them a map.) Sadly, the
only direction they receive from
management is “Go!” There’s little
to no concern given to whether
or not the CCA has even seen the
terrain. (A map would be nice.)
Unfortunately, postal supervisors
are not known for being nice. They
don’t care whether the CCA is in the
dark – both figuratively and literally,
as they go about delivering the mail.
A CCA is bound to get lost and/
or lose time navigating their way
through a new assignment. Well –
time’s a wasting, but it’s not being
allotted for.
Add to that all the requisite bowing
and scraping that must be made
in homage to the MSP gods – scan
this, scan that, here a scan, there
a scan, everywhere a scan-scan.
Include the walkie-talkie torture
texts from Commander Run Amok
that CCAs are required to interact
with. “Do this. Don’t do that. Don’t
do this anymore – do that instead
of doing this. Why aren’t you done
yet?” Then there are the days when,
thanks to poor proper planning
by the wiser-minds, there are not
enough vehicles. Then a CCA can
be simply stuffed with mail and
transported to the beginning of –
nowhere in particular – saddled
with great expectations and an
imploring by management to “just
follow the mail.” At this juncture
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the proper directive should not be,
“Go!”, but “Good luck!” Then the
CCA is basically pushed out the
door without a parachute, a prayer
or proper place to land. There’s
nothing to tether the CCA to the
tangible aspects of mail delivery
except a supervisor’s promise to
catch up with them later. Yes, that
old heartbreaking, cockle-warmer
– the supervisor’s promise. “I’ll get
back to you.”

C) Seeing things! Or in a CCA’s case,
not seeing things. A CCA has no clue
as to what accountable mail is in
the mix they’re given (certs, reds,
CODs, postage due). They may be
told what’s in there later, but most
likely by someone in a stressed out,
frantic panic. Everything’s flagged!
Park here! Follow the mail! Winter
is coming! Most everything that’s in
there is going to be a mystery. Good
luck solving that in a timely manner.

D) Dumb! It’s just plain dumb
to hold a CCA accountable for
maintaining the same street time
as a streetwise regular, but that’s
what happens. Consequently, the
CCAs wash in and wash out. It’s the
managerial version of “Wax on Wax off” – the constant sea change
of CCA employees. Being given too
much to do – and too little time to
do it in – is part of the reason so
many CCAs quit. It’s not the work –
it’s the frustration. And, of course,
the demoralizing treatment they
receive from frontline supervisory
personnel – but that’s for next
month’s issue. Most of these people
are well-intentioned workers. They
don’t need to be given a bad time,
they need to be given time enough
to learn the craft. Give them a
chance to get acclimated to the pace,
the equipment, and the crazy Postal
scheduling. Running these jobs
by the numbers is running these
people right out the door. Sad.
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Stress as Motivational Technique 2
-John Fletcher-

T

his is the second part of my
article on Postal management’s
overuse of stress as a motivation
technique for the workforce. It’s a
natural strategy for managers who
believe the workers will normally do
a bad job without external stressors
leading them to do better. To date, I
have covered the most obvious way
management uses stress: by hostility.

than with my customers.

For those who have been around since
2006, remember the 5:00 deadline?
Management just made up a time that
they wanted carriers done and off the
clock. Then they started harping on
everybody to make that deadline. One
time my manager got on my case about
it the day after, because I was late. I
said: “By one unit?” He said it was
important because a survey showed
customers wanted their mail by 5:00.
Well, if that was the real reason, then
surely the customers waiting with their
stopwatches would have been satisfied,
since there was no way I could have
delivered the mail, gotten back to the
office, done my nixies, and clocked out
at 17:01 unless I had delivered the mail
well before the deadline. No, it was
not about the customers at all. It was
about cutting labor, the main thing that
affects managers’ careers. The 5:00
deadline was a fake emergency that
upper management made up and then
turned into a career number for lower
managers, in an attempt to get workers
to go faster. My supervisor was more
concerned with his career numbers

By the way, what happened to that 5:00
deadline? We’ve got people out until
9:00 fairly commonly in Seattle now. In
my station, I understand we once had
managers delivering mail until 11:00
at night because they wanted to save
carrier hours. Where’s all the concern
for customers now? It was never about
customers. The 5:00 deadline was only
the latest gimmick that management
fabricated in hopes of hitting the career
numbers jackpot. Rather than taking
care of the basics — setting up offices
right, correctly matching personnel to
the workload, and developing a good
working relationship with the laborers
— our management resorts to an
endless kaleidoscope of stress-raising
gimmicks like this.

A somewhat less obvious way
management uses stress is by
manufacturing emergencies. I covered
a version of that in a recent pair of
articles on understaffing in Seattle. In
that case, management understaffs
the offices in the apparent hope
everybody is going to knuckle down
and get the same work done with less
labor available. But this is only one
example of the maneuver. Management
constantly sets up unfair expectations in
the hopes that the workers will knuckle
down and get it done anyway.

These fake emergencies can easily
waste more resources than they save.
I could be a unit late every day of the
year and still waste less time than my
supervisor spent talking about it after
the fact that one time. That supervisor
explained he would have been glad to
send help so that I got off the clock “on
time.” So he was going to send someone
else on a half-hour round trip to save
the Postal Service one unit? Not only
was this not about customer service,
but it was not about postal efficiency
either. It’s all about career numbers
with these people. The biggest waste,
as a consequence of these games, is
the perpetuation of a manipulative
and adversarial relationship with the
workers. Insofar as management does
that, many workers will respond in
kind. And then the business has a lot
bigger efficiency problem than a few
hours “saved” in the short-term.

Then there are the responsibility
shell games. Dynamic psychologists
can assess the dysfunction of a social
system by looking at how much the
responsibilities get twisted from the
ones who “should” take responsibility to
the ones who “shouldn’t.” For example,
it is fairly typical for the victims of

May 2017
familial abuse to feel responsible for
what happened, while the perpetrators
play the victim. We have our own
version of twisted responsibilities in
the Postal Service. Carriers tend to take
on responsibility for fixing problems
caused by managers, while managers
constantly say they are being victimized
by the workers.

Here’s a classic example of a
responsibility shell game in the Postal
Service: management makes a route
over eight hours long and then starts
leaning on the carrier that it’s his or her
problem the route isn’t getting done in
eight hours. A lot of carriers take the
stress on themselves. They work extra
hard, they skip breaks and lunches,
they work off the clock, they worry at
home — you name it. This kind of thing
happens all the time. Some bystander
workers may take management’s side in
this, too, especially those workers with
managerial ambitions. But if we were
to be honest, the responsibility for the
problem here is not with the carrier. A
lot of people forget that, including the
carriers themselves.
Responsibility shell games could be
the topic of a whole article in itself.
Suffice it to say managers rarely
take responsibility for problems that
they themselves create. And higher
managers never do. They’d rather
blame it on bad luck or bad workers.
The problem is: this responsibility shell
game does actually work to motivate
some workers to take responsibility for
getting good career numbers for their
bosses, even to the point where such
workers will cut corners with customer
service or safety.

Perhaps the most exasperating way
management uses stress to motivate is
the “pull the rug out” technique. The
basic idea is to disrupt the pattern
every time things seem to be getting
into a comfortable routine anywhere in
the system. So we are kept in a constant
turmoil of changing managerial staff,
rules, expectations, and directives.
At the most primal level, pulling the rug

(Continued on Page 11)
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(Stress as Motivation from Page 10)

out is about small-minded people
exercising power over others of
their species, as an assertion of
status. What better way to feel
“important” than to make less
powerful people squirm? Look
at history: it’s a standard cliche
amongst philosophically simplistic
leadership types. Dictators love
pulling the rug out, as do crass
bureaucrats.

Apart from it being
an assertion of power,
pulling the rug out also
expresses the paranoia
that is typical with this
type of person. If life is
all about getting over
on others of your own
species, then why else
would underlings find
happiness in their jobs,
unless they have found
ways to get over on their bosses?
The very fact that a lower level
worker might be happy proves that
there is something fishy going on
there. We do not even need to know
any particulars of the situation to
become suspicious. It’s “human
nature” after all, to find happiness
in getting over on others. So, from
this perspective, happy workers are
a problem. And stressing them out
is normally going to be a step in the
right direction.

until something more legitimate gets
everybody’s attention.

If it seems like higher-level managers
are sitting around thinking of things to
mess up routines and stress everybody
out: they are. At an ideological level,
they believe that is their job. You’re
not doing your best work unless you
are getting stressed, and it’s their job
to figure out ways to get you there. I
could make a strong case that the

A lot of people in the Postal
Service are way too invested in
office drama, as a source of their
own identities. This is honorable
work, and done properly it
contributes to a successful
America. But let’s not get too
dramatic about it. It’s not rocket
science, or curing cancer, or
saving the world. So there really
is no good reason to turn Postal
work into an
all-consuming
passion. If Postal work
is where most of your
living energy is going, you
might want to take a look
in the mirror. Everyone
should have passions
outside of work to give
their Postal selves some
balance. That goes triple
for managers. They spend
enormous amounts of their lives
on avoidable work stressors that
add up to little more than a clamor
for status in the end. A lot of it is
downright counterproductive for
the Postal Service, from a business
perspective.

Stress ultimately creates a
crappy management-labor
environment, and drags
everything down in the
long-term.

Management’s need to pull the rug
out is why every time things start to
settle down in a part of the system,
that’s when upper management
gets on a new binge preoccupation
with MSP scans. Or maybe they
make up a new 5:00 deadline.
Or maybe they light any one of
a dozen perennially recurring
fires for the underlings to put out

primary reason the MSP program still
exists is that it’s a great go-to tool for
managers to use in stressing out people
less powerful than themselves. I know
management has different stated
rationales for the program. I just don’t
believe that that those rationales are
the primary thing going on here.
Plenty of carriers buy into the “work
must be stressful” ideology, too. Some
make their routes more complicated
than they need to be, for example, as
if to prove that they are good, hard
workers. By contrast, if you make your
route as easy as possible for everyone
to figure out, you are unlikely to get
compliments for that. Few will say:
“Wow, you saved the Postal Service
so much money by streamlining your
line of travel and making sure anyone
can deliver that route as efficiently as
possible!” You’re more likely to get
criticized for being “lazy.”

So these are some of the ways
management tries to motivate us
with stress. It has varying degrees
of short-term success for certain
career numbers, but it ultimately
creates a crappy managementlabor environment, and drags
everything down in the longterm. Workers do push back one
way or another, after all. My last
installment of this article covers
some ways workers push back, by
turning the tables on managers,
and using stress to motivate them.
Yes, workers can stress managers
out, too. Since managers seem to
know little else, it’s often the best
way for workers to get them to do
things!
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IT’S NOT ABOUT THE CRAB!
-Jack Hayes-

O

n Sunday, March 5, 2017 Rick
Horner, Chris Larsen and I
attended the Annual Democratic
Party Crab Feed. This year it was held
at the McGavick Conference Center
at Clover Park Technical College in
Lakewood, Washington. Last year over
900 party faithful showed up and this
year was another “sold out” event.
After checking in we entered the
auditorium where over 70
round banquet tables with
chairs around them were set
up. We selected a table in the
front just right of the stage.
(Rick noted, “That’s where
all the speakers pass by.”)
Minutes later we joined
the buffet line and loaded
our plates with Dungeness
crab, salmon, steamed
clams, baked beans, salad
and garlic bread. This was
the first time Chris came
to this event, but she came
prepared! She brought a
‘hammer-like’ meat mallet
and a metal nut/crab shell
cracker. It was a smashing
success. On each table,
short solid wooden dowels were also
available for the crustacean clobbering
diners to access the sweet, succulent
meat.

Beer, wine and soft drinks were offered
for a modest price. Bluegrass music was
provided by the Oly Mountain Boys.
Washington State Democratic Party
Chair, Tina Podlodowski, made the
opening remarks prior to the speakers
taking the stage. Congressmen Denny
Heck (D-10th District), Derek Kilmer
(D-6th District), Rick Larsen (D-2nd
District) and first term congresswoman

Sister Chris Larsen and Brother Rick Horner

Pramila Jayapal (D-7th District) came to
the mike when called.
Collectively, their messages were “Every
senior deserves to retire with dignity.

We need to ‘Scrap the Cap’ on Social
Security and tax higher wage earners
over the current $118,500. ‘cap’ to pay
their fair share of Payroll Taxes. We
need to increase the benefits to our
seasoned citizens. Social Security is not
in need of a fix, only unfair laws are.
President Trump must release his tax
records as he promised like every other
recent president has done. If President
Trump builds a wall, we will build
a bigger wall of resistance
and protection! We need to
overturn Citizens United and
get money out of politics. We
all are better off when we all
are better off.”
King County Executive Dow
Constantine, Attorney General
Bob Ferguson and Governor
Jay Inslee followed the
first speakers. The biggest
applause of the evening went
to Bob Ferguson, who had
just won a landmark lawsuit
against President Trump’s
Muslim travel ban. Attorney
General Ferguson said, “I
don’t like to lose! We are
ready to fight this again because we
know we are right. I told the Trump
administration ‘We will see you in
court.’” The attendees responded with
cheers of approval when Governor

(Continued on Page 13)
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(Not About the Crab from page 12)
Inslee promised to keep Seattle a
sanctuary city and will continue to
welcome immigrants despite the
threats of the new president. Finally,
Senior Prosecutor Manka Dhingra was
introduced to everyone. She is running
for the State
Senate in the
45th District
against
Republican
Dino Rossi.
With the
uncertainty
of our future
it’s good to
support the
political party
you believe
has our best
interests at
heart. That’s
the American
way and that’s
why so many
of us will
gladly spend
$60 on a Party
fundraiser.
Speaking
for myself, I feel the ideals
that made America a great
country are embodied in
the history of our Party.
The Democratic Party is
not perfect, but overall the
biggest advances for the
“working class” are a result of
many of their programs from
The New Deal to The Great
Society and The Affordable
Care Act. In my opinion, the
other major party has yet to
show its helping hand or its
compassionate heart.
We believe in a powerful
national defense, but it also
includes strong and healthy
citizens. We share a deep
concern for the future of
our fragile environment
and our world and we need
to fix it, not deny there is

The Seventy-Niner
no problem. We believe in affordable
housing, we believe healthcare is a right
for all people, we believe in the dignity
of every person. Affordable education
makes our country creative and smarter.
Everyone should make a living wage
and be able to have retirement security.
We believe in a fair and progressive
tax system. Right now the tax system
is rigged to

Page 13
greatly benefit the very rich. We
believe in the freedom to live your life
as a good citizen without government
interference. We believe the labor
movement created the middle class
in this country and we need to make
it stronger. Recently Republican led
Right to Work legislation (SB5692) was
introduced in the Senate in Olympia.
These are some reasons so many
Americans support the Democratic
Party.
IT’S NOT
ABOUT THE
CRAB!
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(Food Drive Turns 25 from Front)

Membership Report
As Reported at the April 2017 Branch Meeting
Secretary-Treasurer Mark Myers

New Members				
46
Left Service				
26
Transfer Out				
0
Cancelled					
3
Retired					
0
Deaths					
3
Active				
1984
Associate					
28
Total Retired			
524*
*Includes Gold Card Members 75

Total Membership		

2536

supernatural—you name it.” “I can see
‘Postal Tales’ becoming a large and
constantly growing collection of short
stories,” Moeller added. “A never-ending
project dedicated to collecting stories
and producing as many individual
episodes, all three to five minutes
long, that come our way. The internet
and digital streaming technology have
changed TV programming and people’s
watching habits, and luckily have made
room again for content in short form.”
To contact Postal Tales:
web: www.postaltales.org
e-mail: postaltales@gmail.com
phone: 323-844-3912
mail:
2008 Hyperion Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90027

Congressional Contacts
House of Representatives

WA-1 Suzan Del Bene (425) 485-0085
WA-2 Rick Larsen (425) 252-3188
WA-3 Jaime Herrera-Beutler (360) 695-6292
WA-4 Dan Newhouse (509) 452-3243
WA-5 Cathy McMorris Rodgers (509) 353-2374
WA-6 Derek Kilmer (253) 272-3515
WA-7 Pramila Jayapal (206)74-0040
WA-8 Dave Reichert (425) 677-7414
WA-9 Adam Smith (425) 793-5180
WA-10 Denny Heck (253) 208-6172

Senate

Patty Murray (206) 553-5545
Maria Cantwell (206) 220-6400
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Branch 79’s picnic
&
Softball tournament!!
Sunday August 20 th 2017

Petrovitsky Park
16400 se petrovitsky road
Renton
98058
-grill open 11am-1pm
noon-1pm
-letter carrier band music
-Face painting 11:30-2:30pm
-games for kids and adults from 1pm-3pm
-dessert contest prize drawing at 1pm

Door

prizes!

19 th annual co-ed softball tournament
starts at 9:00am!!
Mail team rosters by July 23th to: Ron Jilk, Softball Chair
210 Queen Anne Ave N. Suite 201 Seattle, WA 98109
15 member maximum/3 women minimum per team. Open to
NALC & Craft Union Members. Family members 15 and over,
welcome with proof of insurance for minors.
Heather Sadar Picnic Chair (425) 417-1091 sadar72@comcast.net
Ron Jilk Softball Chair (425) 244-1113
ronjilk8585@gmail.com
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Hawaiin Shirt Day at Bitterlake station
-Robin Torres-

T

his day is an annual event that occurred at the Bitter Lake station
recently. Every year on the first Saturday of spring we have a Hawaiian shirt
day during break time. It's a great way to
usher in spring and say goodbye to winter.
Everyone including clerks, carriers and
management is encouraged to wear Hawaiian shirts. There is Hawaiian music
and food and loads of aloha spirit. There
is also a contest with Hawaiian oragami
shirts given as prizes. I just wanted to
share this picture and a little description of
our event with all the sisters and brothers
of Branch 79. Happy spring, folks!

Brookfield
Uniforms

Designers and Producers
of Highest Quality
Union Made Uniforms
Get $465 for your $420 allowance.
Seattle Odd Zips

Ken Eline

Retired Br. 79
1526 NE 165th St
Shoreline WA 98155
206-365-2659 Cell: 206-271-3053
Seattle Even Zips

Larry Anderson
Retired Br. 79
P.O. Box 69444
Seattle WA 98168
206-653-7815
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(PET from Front)
it should take a letter carrier to perform
his or her duties on that day.”
The pertinent words are “attempts” and
“thinks.” Those words came directly
from NALC’s Christopher Jackson,
Director of City Delivery. The DOIS
program didn’t work, so why would
the newest program work? I will give
you a few reasons why it isn’t anymore
accurate than DOIS.

The office time projected does not allow
time to perform fixed office duties, such
as “Vehicle inspections, standup talks,
retrieving mail from the throwback
case, withdrawing mail, retrieving or
signing for accountable mail, etc.” This
is clearly a violation of the M-41.

Carrier street time may be projected
differently in certain locations.
Management will use one of four
different street time options to project
street time for the day. The following
are the four different ways management
can use in determining street time:
a. The average street time for the same
day of the week for the previous six
weeks. For example, if today is Monday,
then one of the possible street time
selections is the average street time
recorded in DOIS for the previous six
Mondays. If today is Tuesday, then the
projection is the average street time
recorded in DOIS for the previous six
Tuesdays, etc.
b. The average street time for all
delivery days during the previous sixweek period.
c. The most recent PS Form 3999
time.
d. The base street time.

You need to remember that none of the
above considers daily issues of parcels,
weather, traffic, construction etc. Any
option management chooses to use
ends up as a misrepresentation of office
and street times. Jackson states, “What
hasn’t changed are the responsibilities
and reporting requirements outlined
in Handbook M-39, Management
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Welcome New Members
R. Brotherton
Henry Luiten
Debrah Whitham
Ian Krauss
Terry Christensen
Mark Karstens
Abraham Castillo-Ruiz
Charles Poma
Nam Hoang
Maricruz Roque
Jason Cabamongan
Yuepon Fan-Hernandez
Trung Nguyen
Shantell Ingram
Marvin DeMattos
Beatrice Joyeux-Wilson
Kai Hilfiker
Antonio McFarlane
Gennaro Anzalone
Dai Nguyen
Davinder Rakhra
Khoa Blii
Michael Woods

of Delivery Services and Handbook
M-41, City Delivery Carriers Duties
and Responsibilities.” If management
uses this new “tool” as a basis for
disciplinary actions or as the factor of a
carrier’s every day workload, the union
has the ability to challenge such actions.
Management’s use of the Performance
Engagement Tool (PET) doesn’t change
the fact that it cannot be used as the
determinant of a letter carrier’s daily
workload projections. Letter carriers
are still responsible for estimating the
amount of time it will take to complete
their assigned duties. Management still
has a responsibility to manage that
workload within the confines of the
handbook language, as well as previous
national-level settlements regarding the
use of any such time-projection tool.
(Straight from Jackson).

Jason Marion
Floyd Bender, III
William McNeil
Jennifer Wilds
Laker Brooks
Robert Phillips, II
Michelle Simons
Manuel Price-Lopez
Jeffrey Roeser
Sharron Rice
Andrew St Clair
Steven Sarff
Anthonita Alexander
Kenneth Tameno
Jeanette Robinson
Se Chung
Irene Van Nostrand
Abdiwahab Ahmed
Alexander Loeffler
Parkash Singh
Marc Gaudette
Christopher Emerson
Kharis Catchings

There are many agreed upon nationallevel settlements that clearly state daily
workload projections by management
do not determine a carrier’s leaving
or return time or daily workload.
Management still ignores those
settlements and uses the workload
projections anyway. They then end
up causing arguments when a carrier
requests auxiliary assistance following
a completion of a 3996.
This new program is no different than
any other. A fair day’s work for a fair
day’s pay is a good quote to remember.
Need assistance with a grievance
related to the new PET program? Call
and talk to me and I will guide you
through the process.
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Congratulations
on your last time
card swipe!
Mick Nuno's last punch at Twin Lakes
after years of experience in the Auburn
Installation.

www.thestand.org

Where is a carrier to go

for news about working people?
Every Day the Stand is delivering AWARD WINNING news.
Every Day the Stand is updated about working people's issues.
Forget MSNBC, FOXnews, CNN and the rest.
Take a STAND for the news that is for us by us,

every day!
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City Carrier Assistant Attrition
-Assistant Secretary-Treasurer Kevin Gottlieb-

T

he definition of attrition
according to the Oxford
Dictionary is: the action or
process of gradually reducing the
strength or effectiveness of someone
or something through sustained
attack or pressure: “the council is
trying to wear down the opposition
by attrition” synonyms: wearing
down, wearing away, weakening,
debilitation, enfeebling, sapping,
attenuation, gradual loss
That is definitely what is happening to
the CCA not only in your office, but in
the Seattle District and nationwide. For
fiscal year 2014, the national attrition
rate for City Carrier Assistants was 45%,
while in the Western Area was at 48%,
which was second only to the Pacific
Area at 50%. I have no data on the
Seattle District. This information comes
from Diversity and Talent Acquisition.
Why City Carrier Assistants Leave

Exit surveys are given to CCAs who
volunteer to resign. The top reasons are:
1. Frustration with the immediate
supervisor or “management”
– Lack of recognition,
disrespectful treatment, no
communication.
2. Schedule and Work hours –
Some expected to work fewer
hours than they were directed,
as it was a part-time position;
other indicated that they did
not work enough hours, or as

3.

many as expected.
Training – Comments
included insufficient training,
incomplete training, and
ineffective training.

The USPS says that in fiscal year 2015,
the turnover rate for CCAs was 54.24%.
An OIG report showed the annual
turnover rate for fiscal year 2016 at
59.5% for CCAs. The attrition rate is not
getting better, but getting worse at a
substantial rate.

the end of this fiscal year will improve
because of better training.

As a CCA instructor, I deal first hand
with the new CCA. I see the struggles
already while they are in class. The
biggest issue that I see during the four
days of academy is their supervisor
does not enter the hours worked and
the CCA gets no check and the hours
are entered for the following pay
check. Another issue is the CCA is being
scheduled for Sunday Amazon without
first completing their OJI training. The
CCA MUST finish OJI training before
they are ever sent out on their own.

In Fiscal year 2017, the new CCA is
attending the new City Carrier Academy,
and before attending the Academy, they
go out for one day of shadow training
During Academy the CCA is given
with an experienced carrier in the
positive attributes about a career in the
office they will be assigned to. The new
Postal Service. Most of it comes from
academy is four days long with hands
the experience of the instructors.
on training with mock delivery of a park
and loop and mounted delivery. The
(Continued on Page 18)
new carrier during the week uses the
EBR to clock in
and make all
clock moves,
cases mail, uses
the scanner,
There will be a Retirement Seminar
and follows the
flow chart and
(For Both FERS and CSRS)
many other
At the Branch 79 Office
duties a carrier
performs
210 Queen Anne Ave N
daily. It will
be interesting
to see if the
attrition rate at

Retirement Seminar Announcement

April 20th / 7 pm
Spouses are welcome.

